
With over a half century of experience working with
international students, the Nacel Open Door team knows
the unique challenges English Language Learners (ELL)

face when studying in American schools. 
 

Whether you want to improve your grades or need
assistance with a writing assignment, our team of

specialists are here to help.  
 

We also know that some international students are 
 pursuing admittance into an American college or university

- we can help with that too. 
 

Find out how we can help you achieve your goals.
 

Learn more at
NacelOpenDoor.org/NacelEd

Benjamin Franklin

"Tell me and I forget.
Teach me and I remember. 

Involve me and I learn."



DISTANCE LEARNING
SUPPORT

NacelEd offers a variety of virtual educational services to
help international students succeed in American schools. 

TUTORING
Whether you need help with your courses, improving
your study habits, or improving your English-language
skills, our team of ELL-specialized tutors can help you.
We offer one-on-one tutoring online so you can access
the help of a tutor any time. 

PAPER REVIEW Our team of writing specialists is ready to assist you
with a school essay, research paper, or any other writing
assignment you want to improve. 

Distance learning is not always easy. If you need extra
assistance to stay on track and do your best, we can help.
We will start with an initial meeting to better understand
your needs, then will recommend a plan unique to you. 

ACADEMIC
READINESS SEMINAR

Refresh your English language skills and reinforce the
study skills needed to succeed in the American school
system. We'll also practice English language skills to
help you gain confidence interacting in host families and
schools. 

$45/ session

starting at $35/ paper

$45/ session

$50

Affiliation with Nacel Open Door is not required to take advantage of these services.

Learn more at NacelOpenDoor.org/NacelEd

INDIVIDUAL ENGLISH
INTENSIVE

This is a 4-week intensive program, personalized based
on the findings of a preliminary assessment.  This
program is excellent for any student seeking greater
confidence when speaking English. Incremental
instruction to further support your transition into living
and studying in the U.S. can be added. starting at $950



ACADEMIC
ADVISING

NacelEd also offers a variety of virtual services to help
international students seeking to attend an American
college or university.

We provide supplemental guidance to international
students. We'll work with you to  identify the academics
and extra-curriculars needed to pursue long-term
ambitions. We'll meet periodically throughout the year to
ensure that you are continuing to do your best.

COLLEGE ESSAY
REVIEW

Distinguishing yourself from the rest of the college
applicants is extremely important. We will work with you
during the course of two meetings to help you select the
best topic to effectively capture your unique story and to
ensure it is coherently and compellingly written.  

 $360/ year

starting at $275/ essay

Affiliation with Nacel Open Door is not required to take advantage of these services.

Learn more at NacelOpenDoor.org/NacelEd

COMING SOON:
COLLEGE PREP

WEBINAR

The feeling of being well-prepared for  important
milestones in one's life is priceless. Starting Spring '22,
we will be launching college prep webinars by grade
level. These webinars will provide guidance on key
focus areas, critical dates and update on trends in
college admittance. 



Nelson Mandela

"Education is the most
powerful weapon which

you can use to change 
the world. "


